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Release 2.2.6

Note: If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
* before a version number indicates that the version is available for testing, not yet fully released.
x before a version number indicates that the version is not yet available

Version Feature / Change
2.2.6.2 Reminders - fix bug where reminders were occasionally popping up again when closed

2.2.6.2 Reminders - Allow direct entry of date and time to pop up again instead of minutes from
now

2.2.6.1 Time and Attendance - Full support for multiple swipe systems including Bear Box linked

2.2.6.1 Auditing - Filled Shift and Unfilled Shift moving to another vacancy and changes to from, to,
break, recovery and minutes can be audited

2.2.6.1 Auditing - Person - Accounts - Employment Periods - Employment End Date can be audited

2.2.6.1 New User Layout Settings - “Hide Appointments View” Applies to Person, Company,
Vacancy, Placement and Progress forms

2.2.6.1 New User Layout Settings - “Hide Person Payslips” Applies if Accord Payroll linked

2.2.6.1 New User Layout Settings - “Hide Vacancy Roles” Also General Setting, Switchable Views,
“Show Vacancy Roles” to turn off for all

2.2.6.1 New User Layout Settings - “Show Autofill All”
2.2.6.1 Appointments View - If an appointment will popup the text of the description is coloured red
2.2.6.1 Company - Contacts - Creating a new contact will set the registration date to today

2.2.6.1 Maintenance - TempDesk - New setting “Adjust Plan of Cancelled Shifts” on cancelling a
shift will set unfilled shift times, break and recovery to match the cancelled shift

2.2.6.1 Person - Progress - New Make Contact Event button added to create contact event without
needing to expand

2.2.6.1 Desktop - Diary put back before Inbox

2.2.6.1
General Settings - Accounts - “Backup Tempaid Export file to subfolder” added. Will create a
backup copy of Tempaid in subfolder \Backup with filename prepended with date and time.
Users m,ust maintain this folder

2.2.6.1 Reports - Change to HTML export options for better quality images

2.2.6.1 Analysis codes when Accord linked - allow 12 for client account code, restrict department
and division to 3

2.2.6.1 Invoice Temp Timesheets - Add refresh button and force before invoicing to remove any
turned back to provisional

2.2.6.1 Vacancy - Placements - fix Start Date not being copied from Vacancy for Perm
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